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MEMORANDUM

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

June 10, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

1.

"Finite":
TO determine the extent to which our
natural resources really are finite;
The probable conclusion will be that,
with three or four exceptions, there
are no effective limits to what our
resources can yield, given the application
of science and technology;
This could be the subject of a major
speech by the President;
Alan Greenspan, the Interior Department,
and John Quarles of EPA are all interested
and should be involved.

2.

Quality of life and of the human environment:
The interrelationship of energy, raw
materials, and industrial development.

3.

'

The interrelationship of government and
free enterprise.

'

-2-

4.

Overall transportation policy.

5.

New core industries:
What will be the new.industrial
sources of full employment (in
place of the automobile and housing
industries) :
*Energy
*Raw materials
*Transportation
*Urban development
*Food production

6.

The role of planning in a free economy.

'

WASHINGTON

August 28, 1

MEMO FOR

JIM CANNON

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

I have doubts about this paper, but you
have every right to expect total candor
from me -- so here it is.
In terms of quality, I'm a bit embarrassed.
I just got into this very complex subject
yesterday.
I'm sending the memo to you
now because you're on deadline, but it
doesn't meet my standards.

,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 28, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM CANNON

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

ENERGY FINANCING

I read a draft of the "Energy Resources Finance Corporation
Act of 1975". My personal recommendation to you is that the
President and Vice President not pursue the ERFCO idea any
further.
My conclusions can be summarized as follows:

•

There is no need for a Federal financing capability to
stimulate energy capital development at anywhere near
the level of $16 billion a year for seven years over
the level of capital investment which will occur anyway.
ERFCO will not significantly assist the Nation in achieving "energy independence" as defined by the President in
his State of the Union Address •

•

To the extent ERFCO doesn't stimulate additional investment then, philosophically, it must honestly be described
as socializing a major segment of the u.s. energy industry.
It is diametrically counter to the President's stated
energy and economic principles and there is no compelling
reason for this abrupt shift.

•

Viewed a year from now, the proposal contains far more
political negatives than pluses.

•

There is an alternative which will permit the President
and Vice President to achieve the basic political and
substantive benefits of ERFCO without all the problems.

The following is a brief discussion of the above conclusions.
I did not have an opportunity to sit in the meetings and discussions of the ERFCO proposal, and thus my analysis may very well
be incomplete and perhaps some of the objections I raise have
already been answered. Also, I am very conscious of the fact

2

that a Duval should not be criticizing a Rockefeller financing
proposal but, nevertheless, I believe strongly that ERFCO is
fundamentally wrong economically and politically.
ERFCO. Stripped of all the rhetoric, ERFCO simply is a transfer of a very significant portion of the decision-making power
over capital investment in energy-related projects from the
private sector to government. This is not unique. Already
the government controls anywhere from 25-50% of the approximately $200 billion in net funds currently raised in the u.s.
capital market. What is unique is that the decision-making
is vested, not in the President or Executive agencies or
the Congress, but rather, in a flexible board of directors.
Implicit in this proposal is the notion that the constraint
on achieving our energy objectives involves the investment
decision-making process, not other difficulties.
I happen to
think this assumption is incorrect.
If the constraint to
achieving energy independence were financial, then a financeoriented decision mechanism makes sense. If not, the marketplace and the President are in a better position to make these
judgments.
The following are some background facts which I think should be
kept in mind as the ERFCO proposal is evaluated:

•

The Nation can achieve independence as defined by the
President, by 1985, by taking the conservation and supply
steps outlined in the State of the Union Address.
This
goal is still achievable (even without Congressional
acceptance of the President's total plan) if Congress
does not override the President's veto of the oil price
control law, if some reasonable compromises are worked
out on the energy/environment issues, and if OPEC cooperates by keeping the price up. The important thing
to note here is that capital needs for energy development, even without ERFCO, are likely to be within the
historical band, i.e., 23% of total business fixed
investment.

•

One can argue that ERFCO will increase the percentage
of total capital investment that goes to energy development.
(This argument is probably fallacious because, of
the $16 billion a year which ERFCO would generate, only
a tiny fraction will probably be additive to what would
be spent by the private sector anyway.)
The danger in
arguing that government should stimulate more energy
investment than would otherwise occur, obviously concerns the danger of the government allocating credit •
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ERFCO will "manage" about 5 percent of total business
fixed investment and 20 to 45 percent of the annual
energy investment.

•

An inevitable result of drawing capital funds away from
one sector into another, is that the sectors which are
not favored tend to become financially weak and soon
become candidates for direct Federal aid.
Since experience tells us (particularly Great Britain) that once
the government gets into the business of subsidizing a
given sector, it never gets out, this process simply
adds to the number of businesses that are recipient of
government support.

•

As I read the ERFCO proposal, a significant amount of the
financial support will be in the form of ten-year loans.
Under one analysis, these loans would only provide a ten
basis point advantage over the rates of AAA private firms.
If this is true, there is no doubt that these loans will
be of little assistance in meeting nuclear and synthetic
fuel goals.

•

In assessing the impact of ERFCO in reducing our reliance on imported oil, one must compare the net difference in savings between a comprehensive energy program
with ERFCO to a comprehensive energy program without it.
I haven't seen any numbers which would indicate there
would be any savings at all, much less the 7 million
barrels per day that has been suggested.

•

It is likely that ERFCO will not stimulate the economy
(for other monetary and fiscal policy reasons, as well
as political reality -- the stimulant will come from
a tax cut, if anything) nor will it result in increased
savings. Accordingly, there really is no macroeconomic
benefit from ERFCO.
Thus its utility must be measured
in terms of achieving energy goals.

•

I certainly recognize that there are national security
and foreign relation objectives which need to be achieved
and for which the private marketplace (so it is argued)
will not incur a near-term cost because there is no profit
motive. However, the President resolved this issue in
his State of the Union Address when he pointed out that
we would have to incur a near-term cost for our longterm security, and that there were only two choices
available to us: direct government controls, e.g.,
rationing, or reliance on the marketplace, e.g., taxes
with rebates to consumers. The President's tax proposals

'
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and currently decontrol, will accomplish our security
objectives and yet maintain the integrity of the
marketplace system. The problem with ERFCO is that
it destroys the integirty of the marketplace by socializing such a large chunk of our annual capital investment decisions.
It should also be noted that most
observers would rate the strength of OPEC to control
oil supplies and prices as being the heart of our
security problem.
In all likelihood, OPEC's strength
as a cartel will decline beginning in 1979 or 1980.
This is precisely the period when ERFCO would become
effective. Thus, I don't think ERFCO as a solution
matches the time frame of the national security problem.
The Need.
There is no doubt that additional government action
is necessary to achieve our energy objectives in an economic,
foreign policy and national security sense.
It's important, however, to recognize that the constraint to
achieving the energy goals laid down in the President's State
of the Union Address are not as much financial as they are
regulatory, manpower, materials, technology and knowledge,
marketplace uncertainty (because of the cartel) and others.
The great danger with a "finance oriented" board of directors
making decisions on energy investment, is that they will draw
financial support away from other worthwhile research projects
which might have a better chance of success. Since our R&D
capability in the energy area (independent of financial consideration) is limited (in terms of availability of scientists,
etc.) mistakes on where to put our research dollars could be
disastrous.
The recent ERDA National R&D Report points out
how difficult it is to determine where the investment should
be, and the last thing we want are financially oriented government people making these decisions.
I fail to see how the ERFCO
board would better qualify in this area than the President and
the Executive departments and agencies.
The following are specific energy problems which must be solved
by government before we can hope to achieve the goals of Project
Independence.

,

•

Protection against cartel pricing policies designed to
undercut the domestic alternative fuels market.

•

Support for synthetic fuel development •

•

Support for high-risk development such as the nuclear
area.

•

Support for energy projects involving extremely large //''fo"RO".
~·
('~;
financial support.
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•

Assistance for utilities •

•

Authority to override governmental constraints for
energy projects.

While ERFCO, as conceived (but certainly not as will be enacted
by Congress), may permit us to resolve these problems, it does
so at an unacceptable price and in an overkill fashion.
Philosophical Problems. The most critical domestic problem
facing the Nation today, in my opinion, is the growing intrusion
by the Federal government into the free marketplace and over
the lives of individuals. Today, only two States in the Union -California and New York -- have a population which exceeds the
total number of government employees. Government spending today
is a third of Gross National Product and will exceed 55% by the
end of this century if we simply continue existing government
programs.
To take a quantum jump forward into increasing government controls over the marketplace, is the last thing I would expect
a Republican President to do, unless there was overriding
and clear evidence that no other alternative is available.
The obvious counter to this argument is that ERFCO simply is
a way of streamlining existing government control and it supplants current government interference with a more efficient
mechanism. This simply isn't the case, however, because ERFCO
represents substantial increase in government control over the
free marketplace.
There must be a clearer indication of why specific energy
objectives cannot be accomplished without this intrusion.
I
have been unable to construct such an analysis myself, and if
it exists, I certainly am unaware of it.
Political Considerations. ERFCO has some very attractive
political pluses, principally because it is an imaginative
and bold idea which might initially be sold as an example of
strong leadership. The problem is that, like most highly
complex ideas, it will be looked at very carefully over time
and must stand up on its merits.
For the above reasons, I
believe that the substance of ERFCO will not withstand close
scrutiny, will be attacked philosophically by the conservatives, and will ultimately fall on its face. To the extent
that it is successful in withstanding attack and therefore can
be perceived as an example of innovative thinking and leadership, I doubt that the President will get the credit.

'

Obviously, this kind of a high visibility proposal must be
viewed from the perspective of a year from now. By tha0~;. . . . .
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it will be picked over, and the substantive flaws (to the
extent they exist) will be fully exposed. Furthermore, it
will have gone through a year of the legislative mill and
this, of course, presents the greatest danger. The following
are the possible scenarios which ERFCO may follow over the
next year:

•

It if it substantively weak (as many internal Executive
Branch studies indicate -- all of which will undoubtedly
be leaked) then this is likely to be tagged the same
way as McGovern's $1,500 per person proposal.

•

If Congress does not enact ERFCO (because of bickering
among the Democrats who will try to load it up, or
because of conservative opposition) then this will be
billed as a major Presidential defeat because of the
advance publicity given the proposal. It is one thing
for various pieces of the President's State of the Union
Message not to get enacted because there is no visible
target which the Press can point to as having gone down
in flames, but we don't have this cushion with ERFCO.

•

Congress could load ERFCO up and send it to the President
for signature, thereby raising the problem of a veto and
the extraordinary embarrassing position that it would put
the President in. One of the key benefits of ERFCO is
the fact that it provides a mechanism for speedy decisions concerning energy investment. This is generally
accomplished by limiting Congressional control and
avoiding existing governmental roadblocks, such as
environmental roadblocks. As you know, the President
targeted in on this problem specifically in his Energy
Independence Act proposal. Congress has refused to go
along with this, and I can't imagine that they would be
willing to do so in the context of ERFCO. Therefore,
what you're likely to get is an ERFCO without the override capability, with Federal exploration and development
authority, possibly with Davis-Bacon type provisions,
and who knows what else included.

To sum this thing up politically, I think it's fair to say that
the risks are very substantial and the benefits, to the extent
they exist, are not likely to be very helpful for the President.
The Alternative.
Unfortunately, because of the leaks concerning
ERFCO (which do not help the President or the Vice President)
it will be very difficult to work out an alternative compromise.
The stories have all carried the $110 billion figure, and thus
anything that comes in under that, even though it might have
excellent substantive provisions, is likely to be dismis~e
as a watered down compromise.
. 'fORo,.'-.
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If an alternative is to be seriously considered, we're going
to have to start doing some spade work in the Press to counter
the damage that has occurred thus far.
(I assume that the
leaks to date have come from anti-ERFCO forces, and that
should be an indication of what will happen if the proposal
goes forward in terms of in-house critiques that have already
been completed.)
I would propose a mechanism which is designed to strip away
government constraints which are preventing speedy energy
decisions in a manner which will impose minimum costs on the
economy, either in terms of tax burden or increased prices.
In short, a red tape expediter which imposes minimum costs
on the economy.
I suggest that the existing (and statutory) Energy Resources
Council be used as the vehicle to implement specific, national
energy objectives. The new law could create an Executive
Committee consisting of the Secretaries of Treasury, Interior
and Commerce and Administrators of ERDA and FEA. This group
would act as a board of directors to:
override government restraints on energy development
projects.
approve limited and specifically identified financial
assistance for energy projects, e.g., synthetic fuel
and nuclear development.
[This function would be
similar to ERFCO but limited in scope and existing
Executive agencies would be utilized.]
protect u.s. private energy investment against foreign
cartel pricing actions by using a variety of powers
such as import tariffs and quotas. Actions under this
section would have to be implemented by Presidential
Proclamation.

,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

THURSDAY, June 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR
FROM :
SUBJECT:

JIM CANN0~.
1
JIM ~\'\H
DICK
..

IU.~ON

Energy Finance Options Paper
for the President - Friday

Last night, on the way in from Butler, the Vice President
urged me to make sure of the following:
- That the options presented to the President
in the paper planned for tomorrow include
both
1. The original proposal which is currently
being staffed and is due into Connors'
office by close of business today, where
the capitalization is $10 billion and
the borrowing authority $100 billion,
as well as
2. What he and I understand to be the latest
Zarb/Morton version of the Energy Finance
Corporation, capitalized at $5 billion
dollars.

,
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Co!"U·~C:RCU\LIZA.T!ON OF F.xrsTINo TEci-fNOLOGIES
FOR ENEr{GY P.fWDUCTION

'

.

c

I.

Purp~se

of Report

Co nsideratio~

is i n process to es t ablish cl1e

Re s ear ch Finan ce Corporation (ERFCO) .
hilve an",:.hDri ty to maJ.;:e lovr1s,.

f i ancin0 and economi c

g~.:. .:unt0c

ass1st~nce

~ncryy

The corpor.at i on •,Till
lou.ns an<.! provide

f or the devrlopmsnL of

,

domestic s ource s o f energy .
Thi s proposal de fines a s pecific char te r f or ERFCO and
points out \V'here impacts can be most significant in developing
ne\v sources of d omes tic energy rapid ly .
Consequently, the

progrili~

designated CETEP (Commerci ali zation

of Existing Technology for Fnergy Production) is proposed.
\

In this prograJn concept, the fol l owing programs currently
existir.g or under developmen-& in ERDA v1ould not be eligible
for ERFCO loans until certified by ERDA for production .
0

Coal gasification (a near te:4m possibi lity) •

0

Solar energy.

0

Oil from shale .

0

Pyrolysis.

0

Electrolysis (eco-energy)

0

Molecular

(requires high temperature and

pressure) •

'
· Fom:: areas of donestic energy resources that are
commercially opera\....i.onal and could be consi dered for ERFCO l oans
are as follows:

/

'
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0

Conversion of oil and gas pO'i.·lered generating plants
to coal.

0

Processing of municipal vwste to Jenerate power and
recover. muterials in cof.J_ and oi l fired bii1er.
gc:othcrm~l

0

Dcveloprnent of

energy.

0

Acceleration of nuclear energy development.

CETEP v!Ould also provide an appropriate mechanism for
transfer of technology from ERDA developmentz and Pilot PlanJc
operation to the commercial sec·tor.
The sizes o f the proposed programs are based on previous
studies.

po~1~r

The nmnber of

generating plants that can be

converted to coal burning \'Jas developed by the FEll.
l

-1=

numoer o ....

•

•

,

mun~c~pa..L

J

)

•

..,

•

•

wa.s t.e ~process1 ng }:'J..ctn"t.::> 1s

62% of the population of the Un_ited States.

'II

The
...

oasea on

•

Gerv~ng

The number of

geothermal plants was developed from the geothermal sf:udy
II

prepared for Project Independence

a~

were the number of
i

nuclear plants proposed.
The majority of estimates on investment, energy production
and jobs generated were obtained from sources listed in
Section

v.

Refinement of these estimates through an extensive

study \vould produce some changes but these should not be
extensive.

'

The labor estimates \·/ere coordinated with the

Department of Labor.

..
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EXECU'l'IVE SUilliARY

This program is designed to

1)

promote the accelerated use of coal for oil and gas
in electrical generating facilities.

2)

promote the accelerated development and production
of energy from nuclear pm-;e:r, geoi.:hermal

~nergy

and municipal wastes.
0

As a consequence of action to promote the use of these
sources the follm'ling economic benefits occur:

1)

,.."'
f-

additional direct employment totaling 68,800 ne\'1
jobs '-vill result by the end of the fifth year, vlith

'-..

an equivalent-number of jobs being generated by the
"ripple effect. 11
2)

completion of these new facilities will result in
the production of energy equivalent to 2 million
barrels of oil per day.

'

I
I .

"''

..

.

'
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EXECUTIVE

SUMNARY

CE'l'EP PROGRAMS

Total Loan Commitment
in. Hillions
·Equivalent Annual Energy
Production Upon
Cbmplction (Millions of
Barrels of Equivalent)

...

Conversion
of Oil & Gas
Pov1er Plants
to Coal

Solid 1\'aste
Processing
for Energy

Geothermal
Power Plants

Nuclear
Pm·•er P la.n ts

$1,800

$6,300

$940

$35,000

--------

,,.
110

90

128

400

Cumulative New tvork
Over 15 Years (1,000
Nan-Years)*

102

370

42

650

Loan Dollars for Each
Han-Year of Work
Generated

$18,000

:?11,000

$22,400

$ 4,000

*Department of Labor aggregate data indicatc;:s that these figures would do1.1.ble for
"ripple effect."

..

Nuntber of Persons Employed At The End of Each of
The First Five Years of CETEP.
No. of persons employed
at the end of the:

Hunicipal
Wasi;e

Coal
Conversion

1st. Year

1,000

2nd. Year

2,000

Geothermal

Nuclear
-

Total CETEP

---

11,:100

2 00

1,00 0

13,500

18,100

500

4 ,000

24,600

3,000

20,900

7 00

6,00 0

30,6 00

Year

6,000

21,200

1,1 00

16,00 0

44,300

5th. Year

8,500

22,700

1 ,6 00

37,0 00

68 , 800

I

~

3rd. Year

. ·1t9 .

------·-- ---

•

V1

(

.
A. Conversion of Power Plants to Coal
In 1973, about 45 percen t of the installed capacity
used eit.L'r oil or gas ·to

gc rr>"uV~

electricit .

The FEA

h a s ind i cnted thdt some 54 nlants v1ith 105 generating units
totalling 14,452 neqa•.-Jatts of caoaci ty caa be converted to
the burning of coal .
It is estimated that all of these plants can be converted
to burning coal in a four ye ar period u.nd that loans or
guarantees v1ould provide significant incentive to make the
conversions.

This program represents a quick way to obtain

conservation of gas and oil .
In addition to conserving oil and gas, new jobs are
(....

provided on a permanent basis to operate the plants and to
mine and transport coal.

These are additional jobs that

are generated because coal burning plants require operating
and maintenance personnel for handling coal, disposal of

;(. ·u
...-;o~

fly ash and for operating and maintaining air pollution
control equipment .
B.

Municipal Waste Processing

.b<~

~...

~

\, v

'"

Resource recovery is concerned \vi th the disposal o f
municipal s ·o lid waste and has come to be vie¥Ted as an alternative to the conventional disposal of waste.
conside~ations

has resulted from environmental

This alternative
and in part

from resource scarcity,- and is a ootential energy source.
For the mos t part, i t .._is a mech2nized urocess that separate s
ferrous metal, aluminum, g+ass, pape r and combustibles.

.

-

The

'

combustible components are used to gencr.:.tte energy in electrical
('

generating plants , converting the energy into steam or in
pyrolysis plants, Hhere the cor.ponents a.re converted to oil
or gas.
'fhe availability of this energy source has the saBe
geographical di. ·tribution as the population of the United
St.ates .

Building plant.s ne ar Donulation cente rs \·10uld reduce

transportation costs of solid waste and transmission costs
of pm-jer.
A resource recovery

syste~

consisting of 226 plants could

be built within ten years serving 62 percent of the population
in 150 metropolitan areas and process 58 percent of municipal
solid 'lr:aste.
In addition to producing energy, solving much of the
solid waste disposal problem and providing jobs, the 1system
could after full development, recover annually 7.5

J

m~ llion
I

tons of ferrous scrap; 5 million tons of aluminum; 6 .!4 million
tons of glass; and 5. 5 million tons of paper.-

The to'tal value

of the product is $1.1 billion annually , including the energy
produced.
C. Geothermal Energy
There are two geothermal facilities currently
operational in the United States, a dry steam plant generating
·490

M~"!e

at the Geysers in California, and · a small facility

in the Imperial Valley. · There are only a few other sources
of natural dry steam.

Other types that have potential are

.
hot brine, hot dry rocks, and deep normal-gradient foritlations.

'

s

(

Althouqh plants o f the dry steam t ype and the hot brine
i:ypc are coDtmercially cxnloi tablc , a program i n \vhic h a large

n umber of plants are started sj-,lltaneo usly in the next year
or two is not fectsible .
c oncr~rning

the

'fhe pi esent s tate of knowledge

':.fl~ogra.phic

sou r ces i s l i mi ted .

loct.. tion and C'Xtent of geothermal

Consequcntl , the generating capacity

is as o f y e t uncertain .

Geothe rmal exploration on a massive

scale r equires development of an i ndustry infrastructure
to obtai n r igs , train c rews, a nd de velop l arge s cale genera ting
techni ques, peculiar to geothermal processes .

This phase

precedes planning and construction o f plants.
Based on these considerations , a program in which four

It is our opinion that this development i s not likely to
take place unless there is a ne\V' institutional mechanism

-

for making or guaranteeing loans since the risks associated
\vi th geothermal exploration are high.

Exploration , although

s imilar to those in oil exploration and production does not
provide the banking industry with adequate e xperience on which

'

to base credit decisions.

D. Nuclear Energy

\

The first commercially operated nuclear plant was
placed on line in 1957 and was 90 me gawat ts electrical {lJfV>le)

.,

cap acity .

In the p a s t 15 y e ars large r nuc le ar units h ave

..

'

9

(

....

been placed in service and are producing an increasin9..
proportion of domestic p0'.• er demand .
7

As of 19 72, over 110

nuclear plants 1.·1ere operational, under construct ion, or tL"'1der
order.

Nuclear power reactors are currently supplying three

pcrcen·t of the domesti c PO\•ie:c s_upply .
The factors rrDs·t likely to de lay the com.mcrcial installation
of nuclear power are
problems,

3)

availability,

1} environmental constraints;

nuclear waste o isposal,

4}

2) siting

skilled labor

5) fuel avnilability and cost.

Nuclear power

plants are typically capital intensive , require long construction
and institutional delays

i~

obtaining operating permits, and

involve very long pay-back ,pe riods.

(

For these reasons, a program of loans and

lc~"'1

guar~ntces

woulg expedite bringing nuclear plants on line.
"\'fuile capital investment required to build c apac.i;ty

I

comparable to energy now provided by coal, gas or oi l\ by 1990
I
{for purposes of comparison, 12 million barrels of oil per
day equivalent) would require $350 billion in investment, a
smaller program which could be part of the total nuclear
program could benefit from

EP~CO.

Accordingly, the program chosen for analysis con·sists
of fifty plants of 1100 HNe capacity each to be built by 1990.

..

'

'

c
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III . Summary of Progr<:un Results
A.

Conversion of Pov.:er Pla t-:s to CO<.·. l

e 5 4 plants, consis l ln o f 105 g enerating units , with a
total o f 14 , 45 2 megawatt car1 . be converted to coal .

c

Th i s will a nnua lly subs tit te 32 million t ons of coal
f or oil and g as, a n equiva l ent o f 110 m~llion barrels o f
oil. Curr.ula ti ve oil savings o-v-er fifteen years from s ·t art
will be 1400 mi llion barrels o f oil .
6
$1 . 8 b il l i on in i n,Testmcnts \·;rill be req uired to make the
conversions over a f our-y ear per i od .
Q
8 , 000 man years 1/ \'Jill be required over four years to
build net.-T equipment; make plant conversions, and build railroad cars and barges .

o 3 ,50 0 additional jobs will be generated to operate the
plants.
'
o

6, 000 jobs will be generated tc mine and transport coal .
is 5 ,0 00 more than those needed for gas and oil distribution.
Thi~

e 'I'hese ne\'J labor requirements amount to 102,00 0 man-years
over a fifteen-year period .

o

$ 18 ,0 0 0 o f investment i s needed f o r each man;.:year of work
generated.
B.

Municipal Waste Processing

*

226 plants covering 62 percent o f the population of the
and processing 57 . 6 percent of municipal solid waste
c an be built in ten years.

u.s .

,

c
90 million barrels of oil equivalent annually in fuels and
energy will be produced \vhen the recovery system is in place.
Over a fifteen-year period, cumulative energy production will
be the equivalent o f 930 million barrels of oil .
ei

$6 . 3 billion in investment is required over ten years .

1/

The nureau of Labor Statistics estimates that for each job
tho.·t is created ~lirectly in industry , the overall impact o.Z the
ri pple effec t throughout the econorny rcsu ts in the creation of
about one additional job. 'rherefore , the total number of jobs
created is approx imatel y double the number o f direct jobs estimated f o r each activity in this pape r .

'
I

•

ll

(

106,000 man-years are requi red over ten years f or construction of plan ts.

Q

e 51,000 man-yea rs of l abor are requ i red over ten years
to build equipmen t .
u

Generate 25 ,6 0 0 permanent j obs when all plants a r e o n line .

o.
The se requi r ements in
over fi f teen years.

o

l c::.bo~

to tal ·to 370, 00 0 man-years

$17,000 o f invest..ment g enerate one man-year o f labor.

After full installmen·t , the plants \vill produce materials,
fuels, and energy valued a t $1 billion annually.

11)

~
System will appreciably reduce land-use requirements f or
\vaste disposal.

c.

Geotherraal Energy

o

Construction of 84 geothermal pov1er plants, 200 I1We each
can be in operation by th~ year 1990.
e Energy produced woul~ b~ the equivalent of 128 million
barrels of oil annually when all plants are in place .
Cumulative energy production over the fifteen-year period
is 600 million barrels of oil.

940 million in investment is required OVer the fifteenyear period.

G

e 32,800 man-years of labor would be required to construct
plants and manufacture equipment.
o 1,900 jobs would be created in operating and maintaining
the plants and gathering fields when all plants are on line.
e Total labor requirements over fifteen years are 42,000
man-years.
e
$22,400 investment is required for each man-year of work
ge_nerated.
D.

,

Nuclear Energy

e 50 nuclear plants of 1,100 Hvle each can be built over
fifteen y e ars.
/

.,

(

'

...

'

12

o Energy produced would be the equivalent of 400 million
barrels of oil u.nr;uall' . 0'1Cr the fifteen-year period,
cumulative energy productio11 is equivalent to 850 million
barrels of oil.
s
400,000 man-yea.rs of labor ,...O'l.ld be required to construct
plants 2nd manufacture cqJif02n .

a To .:~l man-years of labor over fifteen years t\'ould be
650 , 000 !:-~an-years.
@
$54,000 of investment is needed for each man-year of work
generated.

(
'

l'

I
I

'

/

J

..

'
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IV .

Comp0_rison of Prooosed Pro•Jrams 2/
A.

~nergy

Output

Conversion of pov;er plan\..s from burn:i.ng oil and gas
to burning coal yields .:::arlies·i:. results, re aching a level of
110 million barrels of oil equi valent annually in four years

and yielding a cumulative savings of 1,400 million barrels of
oil equivalent in fifteen years.
Energy from solid \·laste is

ob~ained

by the third year,

building to a maximum of 90 million barrels of oil equivalent
in ten years.

Cumulative production is 930 million barrels of

oil equivalent in fifteen years.
Geothermal energy vdll be produced in small arnounts after
five years building rapidly to 130 million barrels of oil
equivalent annually at the end of ten years.

Cumulative

production in fifteen years is 600 million barrels of oil
equivalent.
Additional nuclear energy \vill first be produced eleven
years after program initiation but will build rapidly since
all plants 'I..Yill be completed after fifteen years.

After

completion, yearly production of energy will be 400 million

,

barrels of oil equivalent annually and cumulative energy
produced over the fifteen year period will be 850 million
barrels of oil equivalent· in fifteen years.

(

,

1

'

2/ Figures 1 thru 4 pt the end of this section illustrates the
manner in 'vhich lab<i>r, inves.trr:ent and energy output bui ld
up over fifteen years for the programs chosen for anal.tsis.

'
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c

B.

Labor Reguirements
Conversion o f pov:cr plants \·li l l re-quire 500 man-years

in the first year , c lin'.bing to 3, 50 0

man-y€,-=~rs

i n the fourth

From the fifth year onward , 8, 5 00 illan-years per year

year .

vli l l be required fo r a currn... l a ti;;e total of 102,000 r.lan-years
in fifteen y e ars.
Labor requi r ements for solid vvaste processing \·Till begin
to rise sharply after b-10 years.

The de lay is caused by the

n e e d for coo rdinated planning by indust ry and muni cipal governments.

After two years, a lev,el of around 7,000 man-years per

year for cons·truction and operation is reached and maintained
throughout the fifteen -ye ar pe ri od.

Cumula tive employment

)

over fifteen y ears is

350~ 00U

man-year s .

.Labor requirements for geothermal

ener~I product~ on

rise

i

slowly reaching a level of about 1,800 man-years per year after
I
I

five years and 2,500 man-years per year after ten years.
Cumulative employment over fifteen years is 25,000 man-years.
Labor requi r e ments fo r additional nuclear energy will be
insignificant in the firs t three years due to the requirement
for licensing and environmental impact analysis .

After the

first three years, labor requirements \vill build uniformly
through the fifteen year period.
..
43,000 man-years per year.

(

,

The average level will be

"'

'

J.S

C.

Investment Schedules
Investment for coal conversion and for municipal
fir~t

waste proc

sing will achieve significant levals in tile

t"Y70 years.

In the c.:ase of convt·rsion, all of the investment

can be made in four years and all of the investments in
municipal \'laste processing can be made in ten years.
Investment for geothermal energy production
as quickly.

c~nnot

Of the total invest:."Ttent of $910 mi lli

>

,

proceed

less than

$150 million is expended by the end of the first five years .
Investment in nuclear energy will be relatively insignificant in the first three y'e.ars but \'lill build uniformly and
rapidly.

At the end of five years cumulative investment will

be $3 billion accumulating to $35 billion at the end of
fifteen years.

'

{

'
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A. Con~£.E_sion of Po\.!er Plunt~ to Coal Hct.hoc1ology

(

The Primary rnethodoloqy ePmlnyed to ar!7ive at the values
presented tvas through the use of engineering estimates made
by the

I3urec~u

of Domestic CoJTUt\erce staff.

estimated at $125 per
capacity data

~·Jere

kilo~·l<.lt~

Investment was

of c<::pacitv.

obt:ained fron F.SA.

This conversion

Estimates o f manpo....:er

requirements f or the coal sector "''ere obtai ned through personal
communication \vith the firm of Peat. , Nan1ick and Mitchell,
the consul tir.g firm

v7hic~l

perrc.:t;:-.ed earlier en.ergy studies.

Estimates of the rate of plant conversion are based on the
assumption that all plants converted to coal will burn high
sulfur coal and thus require stack-gas S02 scrubbers.

(

SOCTAP

data and projections for vendor availability and utility offline site availability (restrained by reserve generating
capacity requirements) were basic factors in estimating the
conversion schedules.

SOCTAP scrubber installation projections

were modified by several assumptions for the mandatory oil
to coal conversion plants:

2) mandatory conversions would

be given some priority over projected scrubber installations
on existing coal fired units, both for scrubber availability
and planned off-line site availability;

b) apparent and

'

expected rate at which EPA approves individual oil/coal
conversion cases, and;

c) the assumption that EPA eventually

approves all 0. F. U. oil/gas burning prohibi t ions.

'!'he volume

of conversions in the 1976-78 period is restrained by the

I

...

I

..

'
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above con , i derat.ions ; 19 79 conversions a.re the remainder ,
with the 1etential in that year for additional conversions
over the 14,500 Mt·; assumed to he und('r prohibition o rder
during the period .

The so urces used were :
FEA Factsheet date d Hay 9, 19 75 .
'This factsheet p:rovided cu.:acity ratings fo ... each plant
selected for early conversion.
Personal communication vli th Peat, !•1arwick and Mitchell , Inc.
This conversation provi ded data for the coal sector.
Report of Sulfur Oxide Control Technology Assessment Panel (

1973 .

'

,-

'

..

'
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(

B.

Haste .Nethodolo9y
Ul i. J iz ing ·the Franklin .hs so cia tes report enti tle<l "A Cost/

Bencfi t Anulys 1::, of Resource Recovery in the Hajor tlletropolitan
Areas," ratios of ope r ating emplo·ree s per !:>lant , construction
employees per plant , and average tonnage per plant were
derived by the BDC staff.

A ratio of .9 barrel o f oi l

per

ton of waste .-,.,as assumed to allo•;., energy savings per year to
be calculated.

Investment vvas prorated over a ten year period

to obtain an ave rage fixed invest:-:r.ent per plant.

A ratio

of value of shipments per employee was used to determine the
associa.ted ernploynent to produce the materials and equipment
installed in the CETEP facilities.

(

!'. co:1s tr'l:ction schedule of t;-vo yec-.rs prior t..o

becomes operational \vas assumed.

a. pl:::tut

One half of the 226 recovery

facilities was estimated to be on line by the fifth l'jear,
•
the first one beginning operation by the th1.rd year. 1 Employment
•

I

of operating personnel is first scheduled in"t~e third year
also.

All construction and manufacture of equipment was

assumed to be completed by the end of the ninth year.

'

..

'
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C.

Gco thc:!ri·.ial EethoJ.oloc;y

Exploitation of geothE: r1;: 1 sonrccs of C::nergy vli 11 provide
some elC' ..~~:ric po·:'e r Hi thin

th·~

n-r·xt decade .

part to lc·ss sevr>re

envir:on.r._!n~nl

appli c~ble

sou rces.

to

used fo r this

ot~ar
re~~rt

'fhi s is d ue in

restrictions than are

The examp le investment

sc~edule

providPs a payoff period starting in

1982, increasing in output until 1990.

Employment within

the sector \vill increase as soon as investment begins, with
additional labor support required in manufacturing and geothermal prospecting sectors .
Total investment for the program outlined l,;rill be $940
million , \·lith a half of the requirement used by 1983.
I.

Cumulative e:mDlo"ment to 1990 ~'!ill be 25 thoun~nd man-yc~::rrc.,
including permanent em!_)loyees as tvell as construction and
indirect i:lanpmver inputs from other sectors.
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Hc thodology
.-..t.:.·--

Th e cons truc tion and financing of nuclear

p~rer

plants

is differentiated from oth er odwer s o urce s due to long
time J V.<lS ':lhich must be consic1c rl?d within the invcstmQnt
Period bcfcu:-e the plant can be brought on line.

•.rhe exampJe

inves tment schedule takes these consi derations into account,
allowing ;:;. th ree-year lag in initial investment expenditures,
and a nine-year construction and testing period for plant
comoleticn after i n itial

ex~G!"lditures.

Total labor inputs include an allowance for labor
expended in manufactured goods installed in power plants .
Some permanent labor is involved early in the period in fuel
exploration and processing, but larger labor inputs occur
/

later in the period as generatjng plants come on

lin~.
I

Due to the inherently long CO!lstruction period, cumulative
power supplied during the period will be low.

Most of the
•'•
I
energy outnut from the investment will occur i n the sUbsequent

period 1990-2020.
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